NORFED NEWSLETTER: VOL. 3 NO. 7 JULY 2001
EDITOR’S NOTE: The top news this month is our new Affiliate Program, the Oklahoma Liberty
Event and Bob Schultz success.
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1.

Affiliate Program - Now you can Make More $$$
Announcing the free Affiliate Program for all Redemption Centers,
Unfortunately, at the last minute the Affiliate Program has been postponed. This very important
program will be announced via a NORFED Alert ASAP.

2.

Oklahoma Liberty Event with Charles Key
Dare to Hear
Learn the shocking truth of the Oklahoma City Bombing from the victims themselves. Read the
testimonials. Come to Oklahoma and hear Mr. Charles Key's debut of the Final Report from the
Oklahoma Bombing Investigation Committee.
In addition to Charles Key, hear five other Americans who have distinguished themselves: Dan
Meador speak on income tax, Dick Simkanin on employees not withholding, Al Wagner on
trusts, Brent Johnson on individual sovereignty and Bernard von NotHaus on the new gold and
silver Liberty Dollar. Hear the latest info by the people who are actually involved and solving
day to day problems of the current government regime.
The Oklahoma Liberty Event registration starts at 8:00 AM on Saturday, August 4th and
includes a cocktail reception with all six speakers at 6:00. Cost is only $49 pp. Seating is limited
to only 100 people. Please register today. Thank you for forwarding this message to your email
list.

3.

Bob Schultz & We the People
What an amazing month! Maybe not since the original 4th of July in 1776 has such historic
national events unfolded. In the short time of 20 days, Bob Schultz and Roland Croteau fasted
until the government agreed to public, telecast discussion on the legality of the income tax with
the Internal Revenue Un-service in attendance. Bob and Roland's dedication to our great

country is to be commended and supported. Congratulations Bob and Roland! Yeah! We the
People!
4.

Nick Jesson for Governor
Do you live in California? Want to support Nick Jesson, an extremely well know and active RC
is now running for Governor on the Republican ticket? He is projecting at least $30,000,000.00
is needed to win. Donations can be sent to: Nick Jesson for California Governor, 7491 Talbert
Ave., Huntington Beach, CA. 92648. Wishing Nick the best!!! GO NICK GO!!!

5.

New Liberty Dollar Brochure
The new, improved, beautiful brochure branding the currency as The Liberty dollar American's Inflation Proof Currency - is now out. Special prices if you order now. Just call
NORFED at 888.421.6181 or email your order and CC to: truth@libertydollar.org.

6.

Redemption Center of the Month
Jim Thomas is long over due for recognition. Jim, the legendary publisher of Media Bypass and
the second Redemption Center was National Coordinator for the introduction of The Liberty
Dollar back on October 1, 1998. For many, many years, Jim has distinguished himself as a
tireless supporter of the values that made our country great. It was an honor to have had Jim's
support even before The Liberty Dollar was issued. And because of Jim's involvement,
NORFED's National Fulfillment Office was located just down the hall from Jim's office for
Media Bypass and it remains there today. If you are ever in Evansville, Indiana, please stop by
the NORFED office and Media Bypass.

7.

Question of the Month
QUESTION: "How is it possible for you to sell ALDs to the Redemption Centers at a price
lower than actual face value (FV) and still have 100% backing and 100% redemption of the
American Liberty Currency (The Liberty Dollar)?"
ANSWER: 1.) Just as many financial instruments like stocks and bonds are discounted, pricing
model for The Liberty Dollar is based upon these same commonly accepted practices even
though it is not a security. 2.) When NORFED says the currency is 100% backed, that is
because the Warehouse Receipt states that each $10 in face value (FV) is backed by one troy
ounce of .999 fine silver. It is 100% redeemable because the bearer gets the ounce of silver for
each $10. But the silver does not cost the same as the Face Value. It couldn't, otherwise it would
be impossible for NORFED to cover the printing, minting, and storage costs plus all the other
business costs. So when silver is $5.00 per ounce, there is a $5.00 difference when you
exchange those dreaded FRN for Liberty Dollars with a face value of $10. This difference is
used to pay the production costs, overhead (rent, lights, phone, etc.) to run NORFED as a
business, the discount to Redemption Centers, the residual referral fees to the Redemption
Center sponsor with the balance used towards the repeal of the F*R* and the IRS, thereby
keeping NORFED a non-profit business.

8.

Quote of the Month
"We, the people are rightful masters of both Congress and the courts — not to overthrow the
Constitution, but to overthrow the men who pervert the Constitution."
Abraham Lincoln

9.

Update on Parker Bradley's bust
For those who have followed the bazaar story of the raid on Parker Bradley, the e-gold provider
and fellow Redemption Center, here is the update as of July 24, 2001 in Parker's own words:
As of Tuesday, July 17, 2001, the SS returned most of the items they stole from us last March -though we had to come pick them up ourselves, and there are still some items missing. Some
items of note that they stole and have not returned are as follows. We added these items and
other comments to the inventory receipt. Interestingly, they signed this revised sheet... thus
acknowledging the absence of these items. (The revised "Certified Inventory of Personal
Property" they signed, dated, and marked with the "received - U.S. Secret Service" stamp.)
* Research notes & CD on HARP/Cannon Project. [These are
notes/contacts/schematics/CAD drawings, etc., and related CD with
computer simulations involving a new launch system for low earth orbit.
This research is based on previous work by the late Dr. Gerald Bull and
his brilliant HARP program.]
* New York State Truck Title for my 93 Ford Ranger.
* Ayn Rand Anniversary Boxed set of Books [was to be a birthday gift
for my sister]
* Handful of quarters & misc. change. [We're SURE this will be
returned, ha, ha]
* Lug nuts from Joanna's car {An interesting little story there...
for later disclosure.]
* Set of inks for ink jet refill kit.
There may be other items missing as well, but it will be difficult if not impossible to tell
immediately, especially in regards to paperwork.
An interesting side note. On one of the tower computers that was returned, I was locked out of
the CMOS (apparently, they changed the password -- I'll have to remove the internal battery and
clear the CMOS), and the system currently can't even boot because of hard disk failure. (The
other tower they stole was a new machine that I was in the process of putting together, and
didn't have much of significance on it). The laptop has also been tampered with, too... aside
from the legs being broken off, I'm locked out of this machine as well; they changed the CMOS
password, but being a laptop it's not as simple a matter, as with the tower, to reset the CMOS -I'll have to get specs from HP before I go taking this baby apart. In short it's going to take quite
a bit of time and effort to figure out if there is any data intact for me to recover on either of
these machines. This kind of destructive data-mining was totally unnecessary, since I gave them
all the passwords
to the various systems they took.
For more info or to make a donation see http://www.gold-age/ldf/ldf.html

10.Cost

of Government is now 187 days!

On July 9, 2001, the CFR controlled USA Today reported that the average American worked
187 days this year to pay the cost of government as per a report from The Americans for Tax
Reform Foundation. That was 3 days longer than last year. The government took the equivalent

of 20.9% of gross domestic product in taxes, compared with 18.5% of the GDP in 1995,
according to the group's "Cost of Government Day" report. And the Boston Tea Party was over
just 1/2% tax! We are way past that!
11."

Silver Bonanza" book special

This classic book by James U. Blanchard III and Franklin Sanders was published in 1993 by
Jefferson Financial, and originally sold for as much as $75.00 a copy. Since silver hit $50 per
ounce in 1980, the market has had a few spurts up, only to disappoint the bulls. Now there are
signs the market could take off again, and this book provides a comprehensive overview of the
opportunity. A complete history of this amazing metal is discussed, including the supply deficit
situation, how consumption exceeds mine production by a wide margin, and why demand keeps
increasing because of silver's amazing properties. Several ways of investing, including silver
coins, options and mining stocks, are outlined. An absolute must for silver investors, and at a
bargain price only US $20, plus shipping and handling. As there is a strictly limited supply,
please call today to secure your copy! Toll Free: 1-800-877-8847
12.Personal
Just had a most enjoyable time touring the Redemption Centers in the New England states and am now
headed to Evansville and the Oklahoma Liberty Event to hear Charles Key. I should be back in Florida
by mid August, with just enough time to rest up for the Annual Audit and Inspection of the warehouse
at Sunshine Minting in September. Please note that my annual tour of the Great Northwest will include
making a presentation on Constitution Day in Portland, Oregon with Redemption Center Marcel
Bendshadler, phone 503-286-6409 for more information and being the keynote speaker at Freedom
Fest in Victoria, British Columbia on September 29 and 30th. And of course the following day, October
1, 2001 is NORFED's third anniversary and the beginning of its fourth year!
Many thanks again for your continued support for making all this possible and efforts to return
America to value - one Liberty Dollar at a time. Without your efforts, success is not possible in our
lifetime. Thanks!
Bernard von NotHaus
Editor/Senior Economist

